ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Power management has became a major issue in the development of a digital system especially, in the portable devices in which enhancement of the battery life time and reducing the charging time are becoming a challenging issues day by day. The major problem in the power management is power dissipation. Technology scaling leads to increase leakage current, which leads to increase in sub threshold leakage power. Therefore, reduction of the leakage power nothing but minimizing power dissipation. There are different techniques existed in literature [1] [2] among them, Gate Diffusion Input (GDI) technique is one to minimize the power dissipation.
In this paper, some of the digital circuits such as 4×1 Multiplexer, 8×3 Encoder, BCD Counter and Mealy Machine were designed by using Pass Transistors (PT), Transmission Gate (TG) and Gate Diffusion Input (GDI) techniques. The designed circuits are functionally verified, and the analysis of power dissipation is performed. The remaining sections of the paper as follows: section 2 is about implementation styles, the implementation of digital circuits using Gate Diffusion Input is given in section 3, results and conclusion are given in section 4 and 5 respectively.
DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES
Pass Transistors, Transmission Gates and Gate Diffusion Input are different techniques in design of low power digital circuits. Pass transistor design have small nodal capacitance which results in high speed. The amount of transistors used here were very low so that there is low power dissipation. Reduced number of transistors occupies small area which leads to minimize the interconnection of the wires [1] . There are two main disadvantages with pass transistor design; one is the threshold voltage across the single channel Pass Transistor, which results in reduced drive and slow operation. Other one was, full swing voltage at output is not possible. Another technique was, Transmission gate used to realize complex logic functions. The degradation voltage level at output problem can be overcome by using this technique. Where as, this technique requires more area than pass circuitry and requires complemented control signals. To realize any logic function, the basic AND and OR are used in any design of digital circuits. So, first these logic gates were developed by using Pass Transistor, Transmission Gate and Gate Diffusion Input techniques. The AND logic using Pass Transistors is shown in Figure 1 . To realize the functionality of AND logic using Pass Transistors which requires two transistors such as P-type and N-type. When the logic '1' is applied to the gate inputs of the transistors, then PMOS will turn off and NMOS will turn on. At the same time, if logic '1' is given to the input 'b' then the output will be '1'. If logic '0' is given to the input 'b' then the output will be zero through on transistor. If logic '0' is given to the input a then PMOS turns on by applying gate input as logic 0 then that zero goes to the gate of NMOS and drain of PMOS then whatever logic comes from b multiplies with logic '0' and finally the result will be zero. So, here the two inputs 'a' and 'b' are logic '1' then the output will be '1'. If any of inputs are '0' output will be zero which is nothing but AND logic. The OR logic using Pass Transistors is shown in Figure 2 . When the logic '0' is applied to the gate inputs then NMOS will turn off and PMOS will turn on. At this instant, what ever the inputs are applied at terminals 'a' and 'b', then the output will be produced at 'c' through on transistor. If logic '0' is given to the input 'a' then NMOS turns on by controlling gate input as logic 1, then that zero goes to the gate of PMOS and drain of NMOS then what ever logic comes from 'b' multiplies with logic '1' and finally the result will be '1'. So, here the two inputs are logic '0' then output as '0'. If any of inputs are '1' then output as '1' which is nothing but OR Logic. The AND logic can also be implemented by using Transmission Gate and it was shown in Figure 3 . AND logic using transmission gate uses two NMOS and one PMOS transistors. In addition to that of inverter, the control signals are also used. The control signals avoid signal degradation. when logic '0' is applied to the input 'a' then through NMOS device turns off and PMOS device turns on and the logic '0' is passed as logic '1' to another NMOS. The gate of the second NMOS device will take the another input through 'b' if that is one then the output will be '1' or logic is zero then the output will be zero irrespective of the input from 'a', which is AND operation. The implementation of OR logic using the Transmission Gate was shown in Figure 4 . The next technique is Gate Diffusion Input Technique here one of the inputs are directly diffused into the gates of the transistors of N-type and P-type devices so it is called as gate diffused input technique. Gate Diffusion Input technique reduces power dissipation, propagation delay, and area of digital circuits [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This method is based on the simple cell. A basic GDI cell contains four terminals they are G (common gate input of NMOS and PMOS transistors), P (the outer diffusion node of PMOS transistor), N (the outer diffusion node of NMOS transistor), and D (common diffusion node of both transistors). The basic GDI cell, and implementation of AND, OR logics are given in Figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Any logic functions can be implemented using GDI Technique. The Table 1 gives us the information about the logic functions which are implemented by using Gate Diffusion Input. The operation of GDI based AND gate can be explained with respect to basic GDI cell 'P' of the transistor is given '0' it will cut-off from its operation, hence the logic either '1' or '0' at the input 'a' will be reflected at the output 'z'. Thus the output will be z =a*b. Figure 6 . AND Logic using GDI Figure 7 . OR Logic using GDI By using this technique the various digital circuits can be designed with low transistor count as compared with other CMOS designs which results in low power dissipation.
IMPLEMENTATION OF GDI DIGITAL CIRCUITS
In this paper, the main aim of this work was to minimize the power dissipation using GDI technique. Therefore, the 4×1 Multiplexer, 8×3 Encoder, BCD Counter and Mealy Machine were implemented with the Pass Transistor, Transmission Gate and Gate Diffusion Input. Among those, circuits which are implemented using GDI technique are discussed in this section. These circuits are simulated and the power dissipation values are tabulated for supply voltage of 1volt. The design of 4×1 Multiplexer using GDI Technique was given in Figure 8 . Multiplexers are used as a data selector. A Multiplexer is a device that selects one of several input signals and forwards the selected input into a single output line. A multiplexer has n select lines of 2n inputs. They are used to select the input line to send the output with the help of selection lines. Encoder is another digital combinational circuit whose function is quite opposite to that of decoder. It is having 2 n inputs and n number of outputs here 8×3 encoder is developed by using PT, TG and GDI Logic . This encoder is used to convert data from octal to binary data. The developed circuit is checked for their power dissipation and their values are tabulated. The development of 8x3 Encoder using GDI was shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 . 8×3 Encoder using Gate Diffusion Input A counter is a device which stores (and sometimes displays) the number of times a particular event or process has occurred, often in relationship to a clock signal the counter is sequential circuit to which optimisation of power dissipation is very essential. The power reduction is done by developing this circuit with Pass Transistors, Transmission Gate and Gate Diffusion Input Techniques. The BCD counter using GDI was given in Figure 10 . 
RESULTS
The power dissipation values are analysed for different supply voltages of the designed circuits and they were compared with each other. Finally, it was observed that, the designed digital circuits dissipate less amount of power using GDI technique. The whole process was carried out by using mentor graphics back end tools. Out of the three techniques which were mentioned in the above tables GDI Technique dissipated less amount of power. So, the GDI is an efficient technique when compared with other techniques.
CONCLUSION
The digital circuits 4×1 Multiplexer, 8×3 Encoder, BCD Counters and Mealy Machine were developed by using Pass Transistors, Transmission Gates and Gate Diffusion Input techniques and then their power dissipations are compared and they are simulated by using the Mentor graphics backend tools. The power dissipation values of designed digital circuits with different techniques are observed. It was found that, the circuits using GDI has less amount of power dissipation as compared to pass transistor and transmission gate. Similarly, this technique can also be extended to complex circuits for their minimum power dissipation.
